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The foundation of our systems based staging
solutions. 

Solid, versatile support options for all of your
event staging needs.

For both large and small events alike,
StageRight provides seating risers that fit
your needs. 

StageRight performance solutions: Versatile. Dependable. Profitable.
For 25 years StageRight has been a partner with production companies all around the world. Providing staging and risers that are solid, dependable, and work together from
storage and transportation, to implementation with a versatility that no other product can match. Our equipment is ready for the reality of touring and production schedules to
keep your show on the road. Your satisfaction is assured with StageRight’s versatile, dependable, profitable - built to last products..
System based design

Financing

Our unique systems-based approach allows endless

Partner with our design and engineering team to

StageRight offers financing options to help you get

opportunities to adapt our products to the needs of any

develop custom seating and staging solutions for

what you need for your clients when you need it. Please

event. Our full catalog of staging and seating solutions

your clients unique event. We offer logistics help and

contact your StageRight representative for further

utilize our all purpose stage deck, which means a single

engineering support for your custom needs.

details.

investment can yield years of use in both seating and
staging capacities.
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Custom event solutions
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Stairs, guardrails, skirting and more. 

Make the most of your events!
• Quick and easy setup
• Ease of transport and storage
• Versatility to accommodate a wide .
variety of events.

800.438.4499
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the versatile stageright deck

The replaceable deck surface provides
long-term value and versatility.

One Deck. Many Uses.
The multi-purpose StageRight deck can save you time and
money because it is interchangeable with various StageRight
support systems. Different configurations are shown
below, including a flat stage, audience riser, drum riser, and
graduation stage. 

B) Versatile surface options
Choose from five surface options that
best fit your staging requirements.

B
E VE NT ST AGE

A

AUDIE NCE RISE R

A) Aluminum frame
Interior aluminum frame provides
strength and allows the performance
surface to be replaced.

DRUM RISE R

DECK SURFACES
StageRight decks are available in a variety of surfaces to meet the different
GRADUAT IO N ST AGE

requirements of your staging business. Aluminum, plywood, two textured
surfaces and twelve shades of commercial-grade polyolefin carpet comprise
the list of available deck surfaces. As your needs change, deck surfaces are
easily replaceable.
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Aluminum
Aluminum surface allows extended outdoor .
use in all climates. Slip resistance is built .
into the knurled surface to help with secure footing. 
Available with AF Deck only.

StageRight Decks

Get superb rigidity and sound absorption
in this lightweight indoor deck.
D) Aluminum edging
Save time by quickly attaching accessories such as skirting,
chairstops and hardclosure panels into the decks aluminum
edging. Reduce maintenance costs as the tough, aircraft-alloy
composition and anodized finish resist damage. 

A) Honeycomb core
StageRight decks are easier
to handle thanks to their
lighter weight (compared with
a solid-core platform of comparable
strength). Free of undesirable resonance
and the “drum-head” of foot noise.

A
C

B

B) Reversible
Choose two performance surfaces to best suit your event. 
Reduce maintenance costs by effectively doubling the wear
life of the deck by having the same surface on both sides.

Plywood
Plywood can be cut, drilled, fastened and
painted to match your specific needs. 
Available with AF Deck only.

D

D) Molded corners
Maintain StageRight decks in top condition
thanks to the impact resistance of molded
polycarbonate corners. Smooth corners
eliminate sharp metal edges.

Techstage
Techstage is a fiberglass sheeting with black
textured surface and is ideal for heavier
usage such as concert staging or dance
performances. 

PolyTrac
PolyTrac is a black ABS surface. It is ideal for
use in school, hospitality and public event
staging.

Carpet
Commercial-grade anti-fray polyolefin carpet
looks better longer. Available in many styles
of carpet. Visit our website for a list of carpet
colors.

800.438.4499
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me series supports
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Staging Solutions

When you need to rise above the rest –
this modular system will save you
time and money.
A) Locator nodes on locator plates
StageRight decks automatically set,
align, and lock together without
separate clamps or tools. 
Locator nodes allow bridging
both front-to-back and sideto-side.

C) Quick-set height selector
Select stage heights in 2” increments. Ensure
maximum security using the large, height
adjustment pin.
Bridging
Save time with fewer supports to set up and
tear down. StageRight Decks bridge both frontto-back and side-to-side.

A

B) Adjustable screw feet
Compensate for uneven floors with
5” of easy, fine-adjustment leveling. 
Protect floor surfaces with sure-grip 2
7/8” diameter urethane pads.

Deck Bridges.
Between.
Two Supports

B

C

Fewer supports allow quicker set-up .
and leveling time. Bridging enables spanning
over obstacles and creates convenient space
beneath the risers for wiring and special
effects.

The ME-1000AT (all-terrain) style allows you to
adjust individual legs to accommodate uneven
spaces such as stairs, fountains, or curbs.

SOLID, YET SIMPLE
The original “bridging deck”
performance stage. Each column of this
portable stage understructure supports
up to four adjoining decks. The tapered
locator nodes at the top of each column
align the decks during assembly and
automatically connect stage sections.
800.438.4499
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z - system supports
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Staging Solutions
Z-800
A solid, reliable platform, year after year, performance after performance, the Z-System
promises extraordinary versatility. Easily configured — to meet a variety of events from seating to stages —
everything uses the same decks and Z-supports. No tools are necessary as you unfold the support to form a “Z”,
and place a deck on top. The platform will never sway or creak with the Z-System’s innovative bracing system.

Simple setup
Unfold the support and placing a deck on it. Tapered
locator nodes save setup time because decks secure
and align quickly and without tools or clamps.

Variable height legs
On the variable height models, height can be adjusted
in increments of 2" without tools. Spacer buttons on
the telescopic legs eliminate metal-to-metal contact.

One-piece folding support
Stable, wobble-free platform because horizontal
bracing eliminates sway and creak. Saves storage
space because support folds compactly.

Adjustable screw feet
Durable, 3/8" machinethread levelers with suregrip urethane pads resist
damage of floor surfaces. 

Z-800HD
A stage for all seasons. Any place can be a performance space with StageRight Z-800HD staging. Setup
is quick and easy because decks bridge between supports, meaning you have fewer supports to set up and level. 
Its compact storage size saves room, and its modular design gives you the flexibility to configure your staging in
various sizes and shapes.
Solid
Decks bridge between supports
both front-to-back and sideto-side, saving setup time
(compared to a system with a
support under every platform). 
Minimize your initial investment
and storage space as fewer supports
are required.

Variable heights
and adjustable
screw feet
Height can be adjusted in
increments of 2” without
tools. Adjustable screw
feet.
     Z-800HD decks bridge frontto-back and side-to-side.

Locator nodes on locator plates
Decks automatically set, align and lock together
without separate clamps or tools. Enjoy a quiet
performance surface as the snug fit eliminates rattle
common in old-style risers.

800.438.4499
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innovative staging solutions

If they can imagine it, you can build it. StageRight decks and supports can be combined to meet the needs of any event. The
addition of specialty parts will allow you to separate yourself from the competition and give your clients the unique look they want. 

Complement the look of any event.

Many options are available.

Use equipment in many different applications.
please note

Due to the custom nature of these stage .
configurations, please contact one of our
sales representatives at 800-438-4499 to
discuss your company’s needs, and to receive
design assistance, specifications and pricing.
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Staging Solutions
I BEAM
Clear obstacles and span greater distances with the I-beam stage support. You’ll save time and labor on every job
because the light weight aluminum beams allow for fewer stage supports and greater leveling capabilities with fewer
points of ground contact. Fewer supports reduces your inventory investment or frees up inventory to be used on
other jobsites. The I-Beams give you the flexibility to use on any of your ME Supports or lay flat on the ground to
create a low height stage.

Span uneven terrain, flower beds, fountains, and pools with ease. 

ADA RAMP
Our portable ramps make it easy to provide patrons access to any event. ADA-approved, these ramps are easy to set
up and offer versatile configuration options, with access heights from 8” to 72”. Secure guardrails provide safety
and assistance. The incline of the assembled ramp shall not exceed 1” per linear foot. The decks on our ramp systems
are reversible with a black safety tread quadripple surface. The system is easy to install with no single component
weighing more than 100 pounds.

800.438.4499
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LARGE EVENT SEATING

Modular Design

Decks bridge between understructures to minimize
your initial investment as fewer units are needed. By
adding different seating supports to your inventory
you can convert your stage into a large grandstand for
corporate or sporting events.
Uneven ground
StageRight seating risers can handle any terrain. 
Whether indoor or outdoor, our risers can accommodate
large sections of uneven terrain with leveling
capabilities. 
Stairs and ramp access
We provide ramps and stair systems to ensure safe
and effective egress on and off your riser. Accessories
such as rails and skirts will give the system a safe and
finished appearance.

Large seating solutions for large events.
Utilize a variety of StageRight seating options to create large-scale audience risers for exciting

Due to the custom nature of our seating risers,

events.

please contact a sales representative at
800-438-4499 to discuss your facilities needs
and to receive design assistance, specifications
and pricing.
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Seating Solutions
SMALL EVENT SEATING

Flexible configuration
Configure seating to best suit each location and event. 
Utilize the same components to work with ever changing
spaces and layouts.

LED aisle lighting

Ensure the safety for your
patrons with optional LED
stairway lighting.
Minimal storage
Expanded bridging capability reduces the number of
required supports. Decks are demountable and supports
fold together to store compactly and efficiently.

Create the right environment on an intimate scale for your

Simple set-up
Decks bridge to reduce the
number of supports for
set-up and tear-down. 
This greatly reduces
leveling time as
fewer elements are
in contact with the floor. 
The screwfeet allow you to
compensate for uneven floors. 

corporate, political, or production environments. Our audience seating riser products can
accommodate both large and small crowds effectively and profitably. Quiet,  strong and stable,
our risers offer flexible setup options, are easy to manipulate, and are versatile enough to be
used for upscale corporate performance events.

Due to the custom nature of our seating risers,
please contact a sales representative at
800-438-4499 to discuss your facilities needs
and to receive design assistance, specifications
and pricing.
800.438.4499
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accessories

STAIRS
We offer a variety of stairs that are designed to work with
StageRight decks and supports. Stairs firmly attach to the edge
of our decks and easily adjust for a range of stage heights. The
stairs do not require tools to attach.

Basic stairs

Folding adjustable stairs

Tilt & tote stairs

Casters make transportation
easy, but won’t engage the
floor while the stairs are in use.

GUARDRAILS
Prevent accidental falls with our sturdy guardrails, designed
for all StageRight risers and staging. Made of tubular steel,
each section is 42” high and has a lower bar that serves as a
chairstop. The Guardrail attaches quickly and easily to your riser
or deck, without requiring any tools. Grippers firmly hold the
Guardrail in place for a safe and secure performing area.
Secure grippers quickly attach to your stage
or riser to hold your guardrail firmly in place.

CHAIRSTOPS

SKIRTING

You no longer need to worry about injury or disruption
resulting from chairs or tables slipping off your risers or
staging during your events. StageRight chairstops help
keep furniture securely in place. These chairstops attach
with quick-lock mounting brackets — locking firmly and
inconspicuously on the edge of our StageRight Decks.

Our non-combustible skirting is made of easy-care 100% PolyTwill or
Polyester Velvet and is available in several colors. Just snap the clips into
the edge of your decks to attach the skirting for a more finished look. 
Velcro strips on the reverse side of the adjustable-height skirting allow
you to adjust the height to fit your stage.

Black
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White

Many rail sizes and styles available.

Pewter

800.438.4499
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Cashmere

Mink

Gold

www . stageright . com

Rouge

Cranberry

Navy

Royal

Hunter

Accessories

CROWD CONTROL BARRIER
Get rock-solid security and spectator safety. Be ready for the wildest fans with the StageRight CC500 Barricade™. You’ll get superior crowd control with the utmost in safety and visibility. Tapered
floors plates reduce tripping and rounded tops minimize injury. Walls are mesh to allow lights,
smoke and sound to pass through. Multiple barricades set up easily and lock together without
the use of tools. The CC-500 Barricade folds flat for easy and compact storage, and an optional
convenient transport is available.

THRUST LA Y OU T

TRANSPORT AND STORAGE
Compact and organized storage are only a couple of the benefits of StageRight Storage Carts. The heavy duty construction will keep your equipment
safe as it sees the impact of extended time on the road. The storage units may be stacked on top of each other creating the least amount of storage
requirements of your equipment in both your truck and warehouse. This will allow you to fill the truck with all the other equipment needed to make the
event successful. 
StageRight offers a wide range of carts to match how you are handling your equipment. To determine the right transport/storage carts to meet your
needs, please contact a StageRight representative for more information.

Built to protect all kinds of
equipment.

Compact packing allows you to
take more gear.

Compact storage makes
handling easier.

Transports designed for
versatile equipment handling.

800.438.4499
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495 PIONEER PARKWAY | CLARE, MICHIGAN 48617
800.438.4499 | PHONE 989.386.7393 | FAX 989.386.3500
WWW.STAGERIGHT.COM

StageRight Commitment. For twenty years, StageRight has provided risers and staging to production companies all around the world. We understand that
your profitability is tied directly to your ability to deliver what the client wants, when they need it. That’s why StageRight has developed a system of sturdy, dependable
products that work together from storage to transportation to implementation with a built in versatility that no other staging product can match. Your satisfaction is
assured with StageRight’s versatile, dependable, profitable - built to last products.
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